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section of the questionnaire is related to community affairs,
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THE CENTER'S HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
The Center for the Study of Evaluation was found-

ed in June, 1966. It is an educational research and
development center sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education under the Cooperative Research Act and is
the only federally funded center working exclusively
on problems in educational evaluation.

The mission of the Center is to produce new evalu- .

ation materials, practices, and knowledge which can
be adopted and implemented by educational agencies.
Emphasis is placed on developing procedures and
methodologies needed in the practical conduct of
evaluation studies and on developing generalizable
concepts and approaches to evaluation problems that
are relevant to different levels of education. The
Center is staffed by an interdisciplinary team which
includes specialists in education, measurement, soci-
ology, economics, and administration.

This approach to evaluation is reflected in the
Center's organizational structure and the goals of its
current activities, which are contained in five pro-
grams:

The Program for Research on Objectives-Based
Evaluation
The School Evaluation Program
The Higher Education Evaluation Program
The Training Materials Program
The Evaluation Theory Program

We believe that certain characteristics of higher
education differ in many respects from those of other
educational levels and thus present a unique setting
for the study of educational evaluation. Within that
framework the goals of the Higher Education Evalua-
tion Program z.re (1) to provide better instrumenta-
tion for potential use in the evaluation of higher edu-
cation, (2) to demonstrate the importance of broad
evaluation for informed decisions, (3) to create mod-
els of higher education for national visibility and po-
tential use in policy decisions, and (4) to examine
those problems which are peculiar to higher education
and explore their implications for a model of evalua-
tion in higher education.

This issue of the Comment serves tWo purposes.
For our regular readers it provides for:the first time
an overview of the Center's activities related to higher
education and, for some 8400 college alumni across
the country, it reports the highlights of a CSE survey
in which they were participants.

Our story of the Alumni Survey is an expression of
thanks to those who took the time (an hour or more)
to respond to our 18 page questionnaire. This issue
of the Comment is being mailed to all 8400 of the
respondents. Their response to the Survey is itself
strong evidence of a continued interest, regard, and
concern about higher education.

Marvin C. Alkin
Director
Center for the Study of Evaluation

COLLEGE GRADUATES: HIGHLIGHTS

FROM A NATIONWIDE SURVEY
C. Robert Pace

and
Mary Milne

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

College graduates, as consumers of higher education and
former participants in the experience of higher education.
are often regarded as being uniquely qualified to report on
tEle benefits and influences of going to college. They have,
c F r-urse, individually contributed to the quality of their

ollege experience and selectively consumed the va-
r: of opportunities for learning and development which
c ,-ge made available to them; in this sense it is inappro-
pra-e to consider them as "educational products" compa-
r.' to the products of a factory which receives and pro-
cesse.s raw material. They were, rather, quite well devel-
oped material when they arrived on the college campus,
h ving experienced some 18 years of development with all
the cumulative experiences of inheritance and family,

.ighborhood and friends, church and prior schooling. In
tins sense, while college offers a kind of experience not
offered by any other major institution in our culture, it is
also, for the person experiencing it, part of a cumulative
life history of development. Despite the inseparable nature
of these phenomena, an evaluation of higher education
which ignored the reflections and subsequent lives of
alumni woulr' surely be inadequate and incomplete.

Information that cannot be explained in rigorous scien-
tific terms often provokes new speculations, including
speculations about the sufficiency and relevance of scien-
tific conventions as well as more mundane speculations
about the accuracy of the information. Information about
college graduates does not readily lend itself to proving
that college caused their subsequent behavior and status
in life. But that does not make information about them any
less important or valuable, Their activities, attitudes, inter-
ests, and judgments are important in their own right. Col-
lege graduates constitute a significant segment of the adult
population, a segment containing many of the leaders and
shapers of our society. Their opinions about the world they
live in, and about their own prior experience in college or
university, must be reckoned with. The primary concern
of evaluation is with adequate information and with the
quality of judgment to which such information contrib-
utes. The consumers of and former participants in college
educ lion are contributors both to the adequacy of informa-
tion and the quality of judgment needed in a "systems as-
sessment" of higher education in the United States.

During the first few months of 1969 about 15,000 ques-
tionnaires were mailed to samples of college graduates,
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Class of 1950, from 74 different colleges and universities.
During the calendar year 1969. parallel questionnaires were
also administered to samples of incoming freshmen and to
upperclassmen. In all, 88 colleges and universities cooper-
ated in these surveys, with 59 participating in all three, and
the others engaging in one or two. Major analyses of this
nationwide survey are now in progress. What follows is a
general report of significant and interesting pieces of data
drawn from the responses of alumni.

The Alumni Survey was an 18-page questionnaire which
explored a variety of activities, interests, viewpoints, judg-
ment., and experiences of men and women who had grad-
uated from college at mid-century. As a group they are
themselves in mid-career, established in their communities,
and with children of their own approaching college age.
The extent to which people ensage in certain kinds of ac-
tivities is presumably a reflection of their interests, values,
satisfactions, and commitments. One section of the ques-
tionnaire, therefore, consisted of a series of check-lists of
activities related to community affairs, national and state
politics, international and intercultural affairs, art, music,
education, drama, literature, religion, and science. Other
sections of the questionnaire considered respondents'
awareness of and attitudes toward major social trends, and
their viewpoints on significant social problems. They were
also queried about the benefits they believed they gained
from their respective colleges and about various college
memories and satisfactions. The survey as a whole covered
a wide spectrum of the lives and feelings of college alumni.

The questionnaires distributed to freshmen and upper-
classmen had some sections that were by intention almost
identical to the alumni questionnaire. Although this report
focuses primarily on alumni responses, some data from the
student survey provide an interesting comparison between
generations.

Approximately 60% of the alumni who received a ques-
tionnaire filled it out and returned it (about 8,400). Ques-
tionnaire returns averaged about 70% for the upperclass-
men sample and around 80% for the freshmen sample.
Two-thirds of the alumni respondents were men. This large
proportion of men reflects the presence of World War H
veterans in the Class of 1950. It may also reflect some diffi-
culty for alumni offices to keep track of women alumni
owing to name changes. In any event, the samples of
alumni and of students from the various colleges were
random or probability samples, or a fairly close approxi-
mation to it.

The institutions participating in the survey, however,
were not a random sample of all higher education institu-
tions. Rather, they were deliberately selected as examples
of different major types of institutions. The result is a
"rational" baseline or reference group, somewhat anal-
ogous to other more familiar rational baselines such as
the Dow Jones Index or Cost of Living Index. Such a design
assures that major kinds of institutional environments will
be included with sufficient examples to permit comparisons
between types. The types of institutions were:

Highly selective liberal arts colleges, private, non-sectarian
Strongly denominational liberal arts colleges, Protestant and
Catholic
General liberal arts colleges, non-sectarian and moderately
denominational
Highly selective universities, public and private
General comprehensive universities, public and private
State colleges and other universities having less extensive
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graduate programs than comprehensive universities
Colleges having a major emphasis on teacher education
Colleges and universities having a major emphasis on engi-
neering and sciences

General Characteristics
The mid-century graduates of the eight types of colleges

represent a group of men and women who had been
touched by at least two pervasive national experiences
the Depression of the 1930's and World War II. They grew
up in a time when TV sets were either non-existent or rare,
and when commercial air travel was just beginning. When
they replied to the questionnaire, most of them were be-
tween 40 and 45 years of age, about 90% were married and
had children, and 62% reported annual incomes greater
than $15,000.

Occupationally, 75% of those sampled reported them-
selves in professional or managerial positions. Twelve per-
cent of the alumni had obtained advanced professional de-
grees or a doctorate, and 24% held a Master's degree. Most
respondents grew up in small towns or in cities that had
trot reached metropolitan dimensions; even today, a ma-
jority of them live in towns and cities of less than 500,000
population. Except for armed forces service, most of the
graduates studied (75%) had not been abroad before or
during their college years.

Go the whole, in comparison to their parents the Class
of 1960 graduates had obtained more formal education, a
higher income level (although in terms of constant dollars
the jump is somewhat smaller), and decreased slightly their
affiliations to major religions and political parties. In the
alumni group, the number of respondents listing "no formal
religion" or "no definite religious beliefs" was 12% com-
pared with a reported 6% for the parents of the alumni. In
political affiliation, a majority of the alumni listed them-
selves as Republicans (54%) compared with a 25% who
listed themselves as Democrats. The Republican percentage
was the same for the alumni's parents, but the Democratic
percentage was lower. Among today's students, at least as
shown in the data from our upperclassmen survey, the
proportion describing themselves as Republicans is 24%,
Democratic 25%, with the rest saying they are non-partisan.

Activities and Interests
Information about occupation, income, religion, politics,

and residence provide an overall profile of our alumni
group. By adding further information about activities, in-
terests, attitudes, and values we transform a simple profile
into a more detailed portrait. The Activities section of the
questionnaire consisted of short check-lists of activities
and interests in various aspects of contemporary affairs.
The activities in each scale included some that were com-
monplace and easy to do and others that required more
time and effort and a greater degree of personal or public
commitment. The respondent was asked to check each
activity he engaged in during the past year. The number of
activities checked in each scale provides a reliable score or
index of involvement. Since the number of activities differs
from one scale to the next, and activities in the different
scales are not equally easy or hard to do, one cannot infer
that people are more interested, say, in art than in music.
But one can compare the responses of different groups of
alumni.

In the area of community affairs almost everyone (above
90%) talks about local problems, follows local events in
newspapers, and contributes money to the community fund
or local charity. In national and state politics, almost every-
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one discusses political issues, listens to speeches, news
specials. discussion programs about political issues on radio
or TV. follows national and state political events regularly
in their newspapers. and votes in the mayor elections. In
international and intercultural areas, almost everyone dis-
cusses international relations and foreign policy with their
friends.

The mos-, c:ommon activity related to art is talking about
it and visiting a gallery or museum. In the field of music
nearly everyone buys records and listens to the radio. In
regard to literature two-thirds of the alumni buy books,
read book reviews, and talk about new books with their
friends. They also watch TV dramas at least once a month,
talk about movies and dramas, and read the reviews.

More than three-fourths of the alumni go to church, be-
long to a church, contribute a regular sum of money to their
church, and read about church and religious activities in
newspapers and magazines. They are also active in the
local schools, with more than three-fourths of them report-
ing that they visited their local school, talked with a teacher
or other official, read about education in the newspaper,
and discussed the schools witli their neighbors. In the drea
of science three activities checked by three-fourths or more
of the alumni were discussing science with friends, view-
ing TV programs or specials about science, and reading
articles about new developments in science.

Listing some of the more common areas of involvement
gives some indication of the content of the activity indexes.
Noting a few of the least frequently checked activities pro-
vides an added description. Among the activities c :ked
by fewer than 20% were:

Seeing experimental or avant garde films
Attending plays by a contemporary dramatist
Participating in a vocal or instrument group
Reading books about art, or music, or theater, or science
Doing volunteer or paid work for a political party
Participating in a public protest or rally over some
political issue national, state, or local.

The alumni appear to be a fairly active group in most
areas of contemporary life. They are aware and concerned
in virtually all areas touched by the questionnaire. They
appear to be especially active and involved in the church,
the school, and the community. Their concern with political
matters, both national and international, is evident. With
respect to the arts, they typically read and talk and look
and listen. The general breadth of their activities and in-
terests is suggested by the fact that almost everyone check-
ed at least some of the activities on nearly all of the scales.
Opinions and Viewpoints

Most of us wish we could know the future and anticipate
the forces which affect our lives. What college graduates
in particular perceive as trends occurring in the society in
which they live, and what feeling they hold toward the
desirability of those trends, provide a measure of their
awareness, values, and receptivity to new directions in
a changing society. The questionnaire contained a number
of statements purporting to describe changes or trends that
may or may not be occurring in the U.S. Respondents were
asked to indicate whether they thought the trend or change
described by the statement was occurring and also whether
they thought it would be desirable or undesirable if it in
fact occurred or is occurring.

We have listed some of the statements in Table 1, to-
gether with the responses from both the alumni and the
student surveys.
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TABLE I

Attitudes Toward the Changing Society

Percent regarding the trend as
Generally True and As Generally Desirable

Alumni Upperclassmen

GTStatement of Trend

A new style of politics, involving 69
broader and more active participa-
tion at all leveb is emerging.
More people are coming to realtze 64
and accept the value of self-
expression for example,
through the arts.
As our society develops, the 70
capadty of interdependence
(reeling with others) may be
valued snore highly than the
capacity for independence and
self-reliance.
Less importance is being attached 45
to tbe value of individual success
and achievement than has been
traditional in our society.
Except for scientists, professionals, 75
and executives, the number of
leisure hours (among waking
hours) is becoming greater than
the number Of workhlg hours for
the bulk of the employed
population.
There is en increasing moveMent
toward interlity government
embracing both inten-and j

suburban meas end,adjacent

-
Sommhutinesevind Indristrial
orgehizations;are minting aWay

68

GD GT GD

83 62 so

76 67 82

36 70 40

17 26

47 48

61 49 45

from Mitimehtlyi relations toward
more CollebOrethre

There is.'SkitMargingtheid..for
r*Or.1100,4114116-eniTalfdliedi
resOurars es bekingMg not Just to,
them blittcrAllotSodetK
There
,,

iralgrowintsrena

f prWate`serVICesnrexarniga in
:11011811184rakspott#6!.*O.F-

econOmW,WIZ 4
scone.
Ificreaskity;theTgoyernment is

-tontrelin the'Maikett for-the
. rna#44060q11004t,ties.;;

'.. having an mere* Ugly' mportont
1.....influrneAkfcgitOmicittiC=

Scientists tAidltipmlitmls, art-

There Is a tencliii6 63 19
neighbOrhOOds to'heedine More
.exclusiyolifttl!tiqq(14'4.t.ReOPte:.,
:**.i:II0lii:ihirk.*40084k.'
ele&ii.)6tif*OS*411
the .1rinee.,eitir;"

The first five statements are about personal and social
values political participation, self-expression, relating to
others, individual success, and leisure time. Both the alumni
and the current students (generally two-thirds or more of
them) think these statements describe trends that are oc-
curring except for the statement about valuing individual
success. Both the alumni and the students also clearly
approve of greater participation in politics and of self-

tyla

69 70

62

68

58

56

57

26

16
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expressUm through :he arts: but they are not so sure it
would be desirable tf, have more leisure lime, or to value
interdependence more than self-reliance: and they clearly
do riot think it would he desirable to attach less importance
la the value of indivEclual success.

The next six statements are about government and busi-
ness, with the presumed direction of change being toward
greater collaboration and less competition between gov-
ernmental units, between business units, and between
government and business. Except for the statement about
resources, a majority of alumni thought the trends as
stated were occurring. That the corresponding percentages
for the upperclassmen survey are lower is owing to greater
numbers marking -don't know" rather than believing that
the trend was in the opposite direction.

Alumni attitudes seem to be generally pro-business and
pro-competition. If it is true that some businesses and in-
dustrial organizations are moving toward more collabora-
tive relations, then less than a third of the graduates think
it is desirable. And if government is controlling the markets
for the most advanced industries, only 13% of the alumn,i
and 26% of the students think that is desirable. On the
other hand, coordination of major public and private ser-
vices is desirable, and so is a trend toward larger govern-
mental jurisdictions to coordinate cities and suburbs.

The last two statements deal with somewhat separate
issues. Alumni clearly feel that scientists and professionals
are having a greater influence on economic and govern-
mental policies: two-thirds of the alumni approve of that
influence. The students are not so sure it is a trend; but if
it is they think it is desirable. A slight majority, both of
alumni and students, think that neighborhoods are beoom-
ing more exclusive (less integrated); and very few of them
believe such a trend to be desirable.

If one regards "generally true" as the "correct" response
to all of these statements of social trends (and there are at
least some social analysts who would so regard them), then
it seems fair to conclude that the majority rr111,"r. "radu-
ates in our national survey ar .,u1] ,waru oi major
trends in American society.

An interesting aspect of these results, especially with
respect to allittudes ahout the desirability of certain social
changes, is the rather -.dose agreement between alumni and
students. Not riioch of a generation gap shows up.

Further insi lit along these lines, however, is gained by
examining viewpoints toward several current social issues
and problems. Tbe responses a some of these items from
the questionn l'e are ishown in Table 2.

First thr;e statements tap viewpoints about nation-
alism and sc.,..rity. In general., the higber the percentages
responding :.1-1E-3 direction indicated (i.e., agree or dis-
agree), the btrcnper the support there 3 for world govern-
ment, mutual rtist, and interdependence. The lower the
percentages, the !ore support there is for the virtue of self-
sufficiency, indeendence, and peace through the posses-
sion of superior power. College graduates are generally
favorable towarc: greater strength for the U.N., and recog-
nize that the U.S. is not economically self-sufficient; but at
the same time less than a majority of them are ready to
reject the nationalistic view that peace requires "us" to be
stronger than "the others". Two-thirds of today's students,
however, reject this nalionalistic peace-keeping viewpoint.

The next four statements relate to attitudes about the
Eve luotion Comment Pr.tm 4

TABLE II
Viewpoints

Statements

We are not likely to have lasting
Peace unless the U.S. and its allies
are stronger than all the other
countries. (1)isagree)
The United Nations should have
the right to make decisions that
would bind members to a course
of action. (Agree)

The U.S. has enough natural
resources and scientific know-how
to be econoMically self-
sufficient. (Disagree)

,Nlore *omen Should be involved in
policy fomiation both in business
and government. (Agree)

-Professional Women shank' have
the SIIMO benefits and
opportunities as thehr male
colleagnes. (Agree)

Being a housewife provides many
opportunities to apply broad and
creativeinterests. (Disagree)

FambY.Isalferns and attitudes
should, altlow and often encourage,

. married Ivannen:bitition their
own iinteresta;:eVewifthey have
yOung CtAldren: (Rime)

ringrbiliiive Patty, it is in great
partithe fault of dischlileatiee
a ndweglect Inim whites. (Agree)

Anyone, no matter what hie Oolor
whets willinfiffi workAaokean
get ahead in llf. (Disagree)

,

Mote fnoneyr,and iffeit!shnu. Id be
spent en vidtreation, welferi nor'
self4''10 Penterlittor
culturally iffalhdditelleu- (Agree)

_

People-who; itio-eite unpePular.
, extremehliii;should beAlloWed ,

to speak .onibrilege ;Cartfpuset if
the-students Want to hear
them:(Agree)

Percent of
Alumni
responding
in indicated
direction

Percent of
Upperclassmen
responding
in indicated
direction

42 64

62 66

63 59

54 42

90 88

22 25

69 65

66

52

46

76

role of women. Alumni and st7ytheTJ attitudes are nearhy
identical on this topic attiturrs i.i.finerally supportive of
greater opportunities and equal linvi efits; but only a small
minority thinks a housewife lacks importunities to apply
broad and creative interests..

The remainirr; four items dea lh civil rightr and free
speech. Half of die alumni and the same proportion
of students agrcqr that whites are largely to blame for the
poor status of Negroes. Nearly hz,li of the slucleints, com-
pared with a thi rd of the alumn, iisagreed with the state-
ment that "anyone, no matter his color, who is willing
to work hard con get ahead in. lure." It appears that the
younger generation is more skerotical about the validity of
the Protestant work ethic at knast as; it applies to minority
groups. Also three-fourths of ttr-g students, compared with
two-thirds of the alumni, favor apendling more money and
effort to aid disadvantaged grroups. (On the issue of free
speech, the difference between generations is most sharp

with 86% of the studlents, c -.imparecl with 58°./ii of the
alumni, favoring freedom to advocate unpopular or extreme
ideas.
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Judgments about Education
One section of the questionnaire was introduced as fol-

lows: "In thinking hack to your undergraduate experience
in college or university to what extent do you feel that you
were influenced or benefited in each of the following
respects?" To each of the 17 statements listed below one
could respond by checking "very much". "quite a bit-,
"some". or "very little-. The statements are in the order in
which they appeared in the questionnaire.

Vocational training skills and techniques directly ap-
plicable to a job
Background and specialization for further education in
some professional. scientific or scholarly field
Broadened literary acquaintance and appreciation
Awareness of different philosophies, cultures, and ways
of life
Social development experience and skill in relating to
other people
Personal development understanding one's abilities.
limitations, interests, and standards of behavior
critical thinking logic. inference, nature and limitations
of knowledge
Aesthetic sensitivity appreciation and enjoyment of art.
music, drama
Writing and speaking clear, correct, effective communi-
cation
Science and technology understanding and apprecia-
tion
Citizenship understanding and interest in the style and
quality of civic and politicai life
Appreciation of individuality and indep2ndence of thought
and action
Development of friendships and loyalties of lasting value
Vocabulary, terminology, and facts in various fields of
knowledge
Appreciation of religion moral and ethical standards
Tolerance and understanding of other people and their
values
Bases for improved social and economic status

Figure 1

Educational Benefits: National Baselines of Alumni and Students

Self-Estimates of Progress or Benefits

... Alumni

Students

An identical list cif objectives was also in the question-
naire for upperclassmen, with a slight modification in the
introduction which read as follows: "In thinking over your
experiences in college up to now, to v 11,it extent do you feel
you have made progress or been benefited in each of the
following respects?"

In the graph showing the responses to these objectives.
the statements are abbreviated and arranged in high to low
order based on the percentage of alumni in the national
baseline marking "very much" or "quite a bit" in response
to them. The alumni responses are shown by the step-wise
line running across the chart. The responses of upperclass-
men students to these same objectives are then portrayed by
the lines that run above and below the alumni baseline,
thereby highlighting the extent to which the benefits claim-
ed by current students differ from those claimed by former
students.

For the alumni, tile influences and benefits indicated by
the highest percentages were vocabulary and facts, critical
thinking, personal development, specialization, and aware-
ness of different philosophies and cultures. Three or four
*of these objectives are clearly related to acantic dis-
ciplines and skills knowledge, critical thinking, speciali-
zation, and perhaps awareness of different philosophies.
Looking at the benefits claimed by students, however, one
finds that the five top-rated objectives all related to human
relations and interpersonal values, not to academic dis-
ciplines or methodologies. Indeed, comparing the upper-
classmen's responses to these five objectives personal
development, social development, individuality, tolerance,
and friendships with the corresponding ones from the
alumni group one sees that the upperclassrner ne,t2g
are from 13 to 22 percentage points hig' L is
the immediacy of these human relations asi icI, j1 the
college experience that accounts for the greater sense of
benefit, On the other hand, it may be a reflection of the
greater interest and value that young people, today place

Percent'
90

85

80

75

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

5

-J

"To
ce,

*Percent marking "very much" or "quite a bit" of progress or benefit
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upon personal and social development a genuine value
difference between generations. Differences of 10 to 14
percentage points in the opposite direction occurred for
three of the objectives vocabulary, terminology, and facts
in various fields of knowledge; understanding and apprecia-
tion of science and technology; and clear, correct, effective
communication through writing a n d speaking. The lesser
sense of progress felt by students toward these objectives
may also reflect a generational difference some disen-
chantment with science and technology, with the vocabu-
lary of academic disciplines, and with linear modes of
communica tion.

When the alumni were asked to recall outstanding
memories of college, they checked experiences quite con-
gruent with the indications of intellectual and personal
growth noted in the Benefits section. About two-thirds of
the alumni recalled courses which opened new interests for
them and recalled informal edscussions with other students.
A majority also mentioned professors who expressed a
personal interest in them, and courses which were especial:
ly hard and demanding. Among the memories checked least
frequently were worries about graduation, and professors,
who were hard to get along with.

Another indication of how alumni regarded their college
education was obtained by asking them if they would go
back to the same college if they could do it over again.
Seventy-five percent of them said they definitely or prob-
ably would. Only 6% said they definitely would not. About
a third of the alumni said that they felt a strong attachment
to their college, and an additional 50% reported they felt
pleasantly nostalgic about it. Only 4% of the alumni ex-
pressed any definite negative feelings.

Most alumni clearly exhibit a positive appreciation of
their college education, considering it as having been an
important influence in their development and their later
adult lives.

,
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Some Institutional Differences
Among the alumni, the general level of satisfaction with

college is similar regardless of the type of college attended
whether a large comprehensive university, a small liberal

arts college, a college of engineering and science, etc.
Among current upperclassmen, however, there are some
clear differences related to the type of institution they are
attending. When asked whether they would go to the same
college if they could start over again, the percent of upper-
classmen saying "definitely no" ranged from 20% to 5%.
Contrary to popular stereotypes, the highest percentages
saying "no- came from students at general liberal arts col-
leges and at colleges of engineering and science. The more
distinctive liberal arts colleges either strongly denomin-
ational or strongly intellectual and selective had relative-
ly few "no" responses (8%). The universities, often attack-
ed for impersonality. are considerably more attractive than
such rhetoric would lead one to suspect with only 5%
from the highly selective universiiies saying they would
not go back, and only 7% from the large comprehensive
universities.

There are many other differu7tces in the viewpoints,
benefits, and activities of alumni that can be associated
with the particular type of college or university from which
they graduated. Identifying and sorting out these differ-
ences are the major kinds of analyses now being made of
the Alumni Survey data. Our image of higher education as
a nationwide enterprise is not one that sees it as many
different institutions each trying to do the same thing and
achieving some uniform goal with greater or lesser success.
Rather, we view higher education as a legitimately diverse
enterprise in which certain kinds of institutions emphasize
some goals to a greater extent than others, and whose in-
fluences are generally congruent with those differences in
emphasis. This, at any rate, is the viewpoint behind our
systems assessment" of higher education; and the wealth

of data we have obtained from alumni and from students
is enabling us to test its validity and its virtue.
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Duke University
Durham, North Carolina

Ear lham College
Richmond, Indiana

Eastern Carolina University
Greenville, North Carolina

Eastern Oregon UniversitY
La Grande, Oregon

University of Evansville
Evansville, Indiana

Fayetteville State College
Fayetteville, North Carolina

Franklin College
Franklin, Indiana

Goshen College
Goshen, Indiana

College of the Holy Cross
Worcester, Massachusetts

Hunter College
New York, New York

Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana

Lake Erie College
Painesville, Ohio

La Salle College
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Lewis and Clark College
Portland, Oregon

Lycoming College
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

Ma calester College
St. Paul, Minnesota

Massachusetts institute of
Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Memphis State University
Memphis, Tennessee

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

Monmouth College
Monmouth Illinois

Montclair _Stahl College
Uppe7Nontclair, New York

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, Massachusetts

Mount St. Mary's C011ege
Los Angeles, California

University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebratka

State University College Brockport
Brockpott, New York

State University New York
at Buffalo

Buffalo, NeW York

State,Univetsity New York
at Geneseo -

Genesee, New York

University of North Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

Pepperdine College
Los Angeles, California
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x x x Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, New York

X X X Pomona College
Claremont, California

X X Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

X X Radford College
Radford, Virginia

University of Redlands
X x Redlands, California

X X X Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York

X X Ripon College
Ripon, Wisconsin

x x x Rose Polytechnic Institute
Terre Haute, Indiana

X X X San Jose State Colter:
San Jose, California

X x x Shaw University
Raleigh, North Carolina

X X Simmons Colloge
Boston, Massachusetts

X x x University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

X X X South Dakota School of Mines
and Technolorry

X X X
Rapid City, South Dakota

University of Southern California

X X X los Angeles, California
Stanford University

X X X
Stauford, California

Susquehanna University

X X
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania

University of Tennessee

x Knoxville, Tennessee

University of Texas, El Paso
El Paso, Texas

X X X Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas

X X X University of Toledo
Toledo, Ohio

X Tufts University ,
Medhirdddassachusetts

TrinlifOollege.
Washiniton,'D.C.,

UnlveisitY of Utah
Salt Lake oty, Utah

. .

Virginia Military institute
Lexington, Virginin

_ . ,

Virginia,Polytochnic Institute
Blacksbnio:"Virginia,

Wake FOrnit'brilVersIty
Winston4Salinn, North Carolina

Washington and Jefferson College
Washington, Petinsylia Ma

,

Wayne. aide 'University
Petiok Wchigan '

Western'Kentu* UnlyersitY
Bowling Green, Kentiicky

Westment collegil ,

'Santa BatherOilifOrnia
Wheaton tailtC,i.,
Nötleijf:Miisathusetts

W1460-410004 !il-tY'
40004 91.11°

College Cot WOoster
Wooster, Ohre,

Upper-
Alumni Classmen Freshmen
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